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On the other hand Radu Drãgulescu7 defines aphasia
as: “a disturbance of form, expression and symbolic
comprehension.”
The term aphasia derives from the Greek word
“aphatos” meaning speechless.8 As a medical term, it
was introduced in the literature by Armand Trousseau
in 1865, replacing older terms such as “alalia” used by
Jacques Lordat in 1842 or “aphemia,” used by Paul
Broca in 1861.9
According to Antonio R. Damasio10 there are
six subtypes of aphasias such as: Broca’s, Wernicke’s,
global, conduction, transcortical aphasia and anomia.
On the other hand Ardila11 affirms that there are only
two major aphasic syndromes: Broca’s or non-fluent
aphasia and Wernicke’s or fluent aphasia, each one being
associated with different neurological characteristics.
Aphasia, Discourse and Discourse analysis
As a language impairment aphasia is studied
through discourse that is “a naturally occurring form
of communication that involves the activation and
interaction of multiple interconnected cognitive and
linguistic subsystems.”12 When they take part in different
types of conversations people follow preset patterns,
patterns that may be disturbed thus affecting their
ability to convey accurate and meaningful sentences.
There are several definitions attributed to discourse.
Discourse is regarded as “one of the most significant
concepts of modern thinking in a range of disciplines across
the humanities and social sciences. [……] it concerns the
way that language works in our engagements with the
world and our interactions with each other [……].”13
According to Ulatowska, K. Hanna and Gloria Streit
Olness14 discourse is “beyond the boundaries of isolated
sentences.”
Drãgulescu15 states that: “The construction activity
and the intention to communicate are the two key
concepts of speech.” The construction activity refers to
the way a speaker uses words, syntactic and semantic
rules in order to formulate a sentence (construction).
The intention to communicate is defined as the use of
the language system, transmission of certain signs
(phonetic or graphical). Any deviation from the rule
can be defined as a language impairment.
As aphasics exhibit particular difficulties in their
daily communication, the study of their discourse has
become an assessment method of utmost importance.
Wright16 emphasized the need to study discourse as
it can help in the evaluation, identification, diagnosis
and treatment of people suffering from aphasia. Olness
and Ulatowska17 highlighted that it is important to
study discourse production also from a clinical point
of view. Jakobson18 suggested that discourse analysis
needs to involve all the levels of language as “the
totality and interrelation between the different parts of the
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totality have to be taken into account.” A large variety of
elicitation methods have been used in order to obtain
language samples as different discourse types may
generate different verbal output.
The study of discourse encompasses many disciplines
such as: linguistics, psychology, neurolinguistics and
communication sciences. Aphasiologists have become
interested in studying discourse because:
communication at the discourse level among adult
patients frequently reveals a certain degree of difficulty;
it constitutes an evaluation method for aphasics;
it may be used to evaluate treatment outcomes.
The most significant errors that may occur in
aphasic speech are: word retrieval errors and errors at the
phonological, grammatical and syntactical level. These
can be identified with the help of certain protocols such
as: personal narratives, picture descriptions, storytelling,
procedural discourse etc.
Introduced in 1952 by Zellig Harris, discourse
analysis was used to analyze connected speech and
writing. According to Paltridge19 Harris intended to
use discourse analysis for “the examination of language
beyond the level of the sentence and the relationship
between linguistic and non-linguistic behavior.”
Discourse analysis is defined by Brian Paltridge as
“language beyond the word, clause, phrase and sentence
that is needed for successful communication.”20 It is
now considered to be the most important element in
aphasia research.
In order to analyze aphasic discourse, Elizabeth
Armstrong21 underlines the importance of the two
theoretical frameworks that need to be taken into
consideration when studying aphasic speech, namely
the structuralist-oriented and the functionalist oriented
one.
Most of the research performed with regard to
aphasic speech is done on the basis of the formalist
or structuralist perspective, concentrating mostly on
the analysis of the errors occurred at the level of the
microstructure as a result of the examination of the
samples of spontaneous speech obtained from aphasic
patients through picture description, storytelling,
monologues etc. Grimes22 defines discourse as a
particular unit of language above the sentence.
According to this perspective language is analyzed at
the level of the sentences, phrases and words, namely
by focusing on the lexical and syntactic aspects of
the discourse produced by the aphasic patient. The
lexical aspect has been studied from a semantic and
a grammatical perspective. In his article Spontaneous
Speech of Aphasic Patients: A Psycholinguistic Analysis,
Erin Wagenaar et al23, analyzed the spontaneous speech
of 74 aphasic patients identifying errors as substitution
of a function word (“I were having dinner”), word
order error (“I read always the newspaper”) as well
as paraphasias (“boo” instead of “blue”, “eat” instead
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protocols mentioned above. As to my knowledge no
such research (linguistic) has been performed so far in
Romania.
By this article I would like to raise the awareness
of those researchers who might be interested in the
investigation of aphasic patients’ speech that discourse
analysis is an aid in obtaining clear and concise
information regarding aphasic speech.
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